====================================
Episode 30: Christopher's Requiem
====================================
Hours passed since Christopher fought against the Amakumaras and he was adamant
that he was going to defeat Fujino and her minions; but he finally knew that he had to
help his crew and his new allies from Japan defeat her. Christopher and the others were
outside Tokyo's city limits searching for Fujino's minions.
Christopher: Any sign of them?
Kori: No. All I'm sensing is air. We need to go inside the city; hopefully, we'll find them.
Christopher: Ok, let's keep searching for them.
After a few miles into Tokyo's city limits, Hyo was able to sense Raiken and Suiken
energies. Hyo Nagasaki is another one of Fujino's minions and his wind magic is slightly
powerful than Fujino's.
Hyo: I'm sensing Raiken and Suiken energies nearby.
Ryoko: Is it them?
Hyo: Yes. We have no other choice but to fight them; Fujino's going to have our heads if
we don't get rid of these demon hunters.
Ryoko: I couldn't agree with you more, Hyo. Are you with me, boys?
Low-Level Demon: Yeah, let's do this.
Ryoko and her allies go into Tokyo's city limits to confront Christopher and his allies.
Christopher was surprised to see them.
Ryoko: This is as far as you go, Raiken.
Christopher: You're in our way of defeating you and your leader; stand aside, NOW!!
Hyo: I'm afraid we can't do that; you westerners are trespassing in our territory. You're
the ones who need to stand aside.
Damien: Fine. We'll just run right through you. Come on, Christopher; they're not going
to listen to us.
Hyo: Bring it, you western barbarians!!

Christopher and his allies fought against Ryoko and her allies. After eight minutes of
fighting, Hyo tried to use his wind magic to blow Christopher away but Alcoa was able to
cut right through his wind magic and killed Hyo with her broadsword. Ryoko was
angered. As she tried to run right through Alcoa, Christopher generated his Raizan
through his Raiken magic and killed Ryoko. The rest of Christopher’s allies killed the
other demons.
Christopher: That takes care of them.
Then there was another demon affiliated with Fujino that was still alive. He tried to flee
but was stopped by the Amakumaras; he was punched in the stomach by their Suiken
powers. Christopher got to him while he was down and picked him up.
Christopher: Where's Fujino?
Low-Level Demon: (spits in his face.) She's far from your reach; just kill me already.
Christopher: Fine then.
Christopher used his Raizan and stabbed him in the stomach.
Kori: Let's retreat; the cops are coming.
Christopher used his Shadow Hiding magic to teleport his crew to the Amakumaras'
househould. Meanwhile at Fujino's hideout, she was able to sense that Ryoko and Hyo
were defeated. She was feeling angry that Christopher and his allies defeated them.
Low-Level Demon: What are we going to do now, Lord Fujino? That Raiken just
defeated our strongest minions!
Fujino: It seems like we're going to have to attack them directly.

